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                Levy Family: Episode 5  Levy Family: Episode 5 Program Transcript FEMALE SPEAKER: It was such an intense story. I just kept seeing things \ the way he did, you know. The weird green of his night-vision goggles, his sergeant screaming for Jake to kill him. I just keep seeing it all in my head.  [MUSIC PLAYING] MALE SPEAKER: Why, do you think? 
 FEMALE SPEAKER: Why what? 
 MALE SPEAKER: Why do you think you keep thinking about this story, this \ particular case? 
 FEMALE SPEAKER: I don't know, maybe because it's so vivid. You know, I w\ ent home last night, turned on the TV to try to get my mind off it. And a co\ mmercial for the Marines came on, and there was all over again-- the explosion, the screams, the man dying. Such a nightmare to live with, and he's got a ba\ by on they way. 
 MALE SPEAKER: Could that be it, the baby? 
 FEMALE SPEAKER: Maybe. That's interesting you say that. I mean, the othe\ r vets I work with are older, and they have grown kids. But Jake is differ\ ent. 
 I just keep picturing him with a newborn. And I guess it scares me. I wo\ nder if he'll be able to deal with it. 
 Levy Family: Episode 5 Additional Content Attribution MUSIC: 
 Music by Clean Cuts Original Art and Photography Provided By: 
 Brian Kline and Nico Danks  © 2016 Laureate Education, Inc. 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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